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1. I took this course:
 As a major requirement
 As an elective within the major
 As a general education requirement
 As an elective outside my major
2. I took this course:
 For the first time
 To make up a previous low grade
 To make up for a withdrawal
3. At the beginning of the course, my knowledge or ability in this subject was:
 Strong
 Moderate
 Weak
4. The amount of time I spent weekly on this course outside of class was:
 0-2 hours
 2-4 hours
 4-8 hours
 >8 hours












Strongly
Agree


Agree

Disagree





Strongly
Disagree


















8. The instructor was available during office hours or by appointment when
requested.
9. When students asked the instructor questions, the instructor responded in a
helpful way.
10. Students seem to feel comfortable interacting with and asking questions of
the instructor.
11. The instructor was consistently well-prepared for class.

































12. The instructor was able to explain concepts clearly.









13. Grading of exams, papers, and other assignment procedures used to
determine the grade has been fair.
14. The instructor facilitated my learning of the subject.

















5. The course covered the material the instructor stated it would in the
syllabus.
6. The instructor gave me feedback on exams & assignments in a timely
fashion.
7. The reading materials assigned for the course facilitated my learning.

15. The course was:
 Very Difficult
 Difficult
 Moderate
 Easy
 Very Easy
16. I missed class:
 Less than 10% of the time
 10-25% of the time
 26-50% of the time
 More than 50% of the time
A

B

C

D

F

17. What grade do you expect to receive in this course?











18. Overall, how would you evaluate this instructor?











19. Overall, how would you evaluate this course?











